
Lab 2 Matter and Change  
 

Part 1: Mass of Steel Wool (Experiment) 

Question: Does changing the volume of steel wool change the mass? 

Prediction: What do you think? Yes or No, Explain your choice. 

Data: Describe what steel wool looks like before. 

   Describe what steel wool looks like after. 

   Mass of Steel wool before ____________g 

   Mass of Steel wool after    ____________g 

Analysis/Conclusion: What happened and what did you learn? 

 

Part 2: Mass of Ice and Water (Demo) 

Question: Does ice melting change the mass? 

Prediction: What do you think? Yes or No, Explain your choice. 

Data: Describe what ice looks like before. 

   Describe what water looks like after. 

   Mass of ice + container before ____________g 

   Mass of water + container after    ____________g 

Analysis/Conclusion: What happened and what did you learn? 

 

 



Part 3: Mass of a Precipitate (Experiment) 

Question: Does mixing two liquids and making a precipitate change mass? 

Prediction: What do you think? Yes or No, Explain your choice. 

Data: Describe what two liquids look like before. 

   Describe what two liquids look like after. 

   Mass of liquids + vials before ____________g 

   Mass of liquids + vials after    ____________g 

Analysis/Conclusion: What happened and what did you learn? 

 

Part 4: Mass of Burning Steel Wool (Experiment) 

Question: Does burning steel wool change the mass? 

Prediction: What do you think? Yes or No, Explain your choice. 

Data: Describe what steel wool looks like before. 

   Describe what steel wool looks like after. 

   Mass of Steel wool + watch glass before ____________g 

   Mass of Steel wool + watch glass after    ____________g 

Analysis/Conclusion: What happened and what did you learn? 

 

 

 

 



Part 5: Mass of dissolving Sugar (Demo) 

Question: Does dissolving sugar in water change the mass? 

Prediction: What do you think? Yes or No, Explain your choice. 

Data: Describe what sugar and water looks like before. 

   Describe what sugar and water looks like after. 

   Mass of Sugar, Water + containers before ____________g 

   Mass of Sugar, Water + containers after    ____________g 

Analysis/Conclusion: What happened and what did you learn? 

 

Part 6: Mass of dissolving Alka-Seltzer (Experiment) 

Question: Does dissolving Alka-Seltzer in water change the mass? 

Prediction: What do you think? Yes or No, Explain your choice. 

Data: Describe what Alka-Seltzer and water looks like before. 

   Describe what Alka-Seltzer and water looks like after. 

   Mass of Alka-Seltzer, Water + containers before ____________g 

   Mass of Alka-Seltzer Water + containers after    ____________g 

Analysis/Conclusion: What happened and what did you learn? 

 


